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[ RETHINKING DEVELOPMENT ]

Answer any four of the following questions : 4 × 15 = 60

1. Define development. Differentiate between growth and development.

2. Write a note on the dependency theory of development.

3. Critically discuss the modernization theory.

4. Write an essay on sustainable development.

5. Describe Immanuel Wallerstein’s World System theory.

6. Write a note on the concept of inclusive development.



7. Briefly mention about various institute and grassroots initiatives of development in India.

8. Critically analyze the role of the five-year plan in the development of India.

× = 

(World system theory)



[ GENDER AND VIOLENCE ]

Answer any four of the following questions : 4 × 15 = 60

1. What do you understand by sex and gendering? Mention two differences between sex and

gender with examples. Give an example of gender based violence. (5 + 10)

2. Briefly discuss the Intersectional approach to gender and violence with examples.

(15)

3. Discuss how gendering occurs within a caste stratified society. Illustrate how the phenomenon

is an example of an Intersectional approach to Gender and Violence.

(5+10)

4. Define domestic violence. Mention its different forms and explain each of them with examples.

(5+10)

5. What do you understand by sexual harassment at workplace? Is it different between in

organised and unorganised work sectors? If yes, in what ways are they different?

(5+10)

6. What are the different forms of violence committed against women in the public

sphere? Delineate the similarities and differences in gender-based violence between

private and public sphere. (8+7)

7. What do you understand by structural violence and cite an example to support your

answer? Explain how structural violence is different from the situated violence

committed against women? (8+7)

8. Discuss violence against women committed in the conflict situations with reference

to dowry death and bride burning in India. (15)
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